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Methodology

For this research, I examined primary sources, such as letters, 

books, and newspapers from the nineteenth century, searching 

for instances of slaves and abolitionists reacting to or using 

American symbols or ideologies to support slave resistance. 

To accomplish this, I explored a variety of different databases 

and special collections at The University of Houston, Texas 

A&M University, Baylor University, and the University of Texas.
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Conclusion

Throughout this 

research, it has been 

found that enslaved 

African Americans 

and their abolitionist 

allies used symbols 

and rhetoric of 

American freedom 

to both encourage 

and justify violent 
slave resistance.
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Results

Former slaves and abolitionists frequently employed the famous 

saying, originally spoken by Patrick Henry, “Liberty or Death!” 

during the Revolutionary War to justify acts of resistance such as 

running away and even acts of armed resistance. By employing this 

adage, anti-slavery advocates drew parallels between the 

oppression of slaves by planters to the oppression of the American 

colonist by the British Empire. 

In his book, The Underground 

Railroad Records, abolitionists and 

historian William Still recorded tells 

the story of John Henry, a fugitive 

slave who was caught by his master 

only to successfully escape sale at 

the auction block. In a personal letter, 

Henry writes of his thoughts during 

his escape: 

Photograph of William Still, 

conductor on the Underground 

Railroad.
kpbs.org/news/2012/feb/13/underground-railroad-william-still-story/
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Anti-

Slavery 

Broadside

1857.

American Patriot, Patrick Henry
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An article published 

by the New Orleans’ 

Daily Delta in 

February 1846 

recounts an 

incident in which a 

plantation slave 

resisted slavery by 

inciting an 

insurrection using 

the words “Liberty 

or Death”. `

Abolitionists frequently 

claimed that because the 

Founding Fathers and 

American patriots who 

fought in the Revolutionary 

War were entitled to the 

pursuit of liberty, that they 

were justified in inciting a 

violent Revolution against 

their oppressors. 

Abolitionist extended these 

“inalienable rights” to 

those who were being held 

in slavery and believed 

they too had the right to 

incite insurrection for the 

purposes of securing their 

liberty. Pictured on the left 

is an article published in 

the National Anti Slavery 

Standard by famed 

abolitionist William Lloyd 

Garrison in which he 

invokes the patriots of 

1776 to justify violence and 

revolution as an acceptable 

form of abolition. 

National holidays such as the Fourth of July were used as events to 

reveal the hypocrisy of celebrating the nation’s freedom while 

millions were held in bondage. The most famous example of this is  

Shackled Slaves marching 

through Washington D.C., 

1836. 

The abolitionist press 

frequently employed irony to 

convey the contradiction 

between American ideals and 

American reality. One 

publication lists to this picture 

as:

“ One would think that slavery 

and the slave trade were the 

last things to have a legal and 

protected existence in the 

capital of a boasted free nation 

But there they are---unpaid toil, 

whips, chains, dungeons, 

separations, murders, and all!”

https://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/02/24/a-capital-under-slaverys-shadow/

Frederick Douglass’s famous July 

4th oration, “What to the 

American Slave is the Fourth of 

July” as printed in Frederick 

Douglass’ Newspaper, July 9 

1852.

“What, to the American slave, is 

your 4th of July. “I answer: a day 

that reveals to him, more than all 

other days in the year, the gross 

injustice and cruelty to which he 

is the constant victim. To him, 

your celebration is a sham; your 

boasted liberty, an unholy license; 

your national greatness, swelling 

vanity; your sounds of rejoicing 

are empty and heartless; your 

denunciation of tyrants, brass-

fronted impudence; your shouts 

of liberty and equality, hollow 

mockery; your prayers and 

hymns, your sermons and 

thanksgivings, with all your 

religious parade and solemnity, 

mere bombast, fraud, deception, 

impiety, and hypocrisy—a thin veil 

to cover up crimes which would 

disgrace a nation of savages.”

Advertisement for 

Frederick Douglass’ 

Fourth of July Speech 

sponsored  by the 

Rochester Ladies Anti-

Slavery Society in 

Rochester, New York. 

Published in Frederick 

Douglass’ Newspaper, 

June 24, 1852

Abolitionists also used symbols of freedom such as the capitol or 

the Declaration of Independence to highlight the conflict between 

American symbolism and American reality.

Frederick Douglass’ 

Fourth of July 

speech,  in which he 

praises the founding 

fathers ideals of 

freedom but in doing 

so highlights the 

falseness of their 

meaning while 

slavery exists on US 

soil. Frederick Douglass
deseret.com/2018/2/1/20639206/george-will-frederick-douglass-a-

champion-of-american-individualism

Slave tied underneath the 

American Flag, published in 

the Anti Slavery Almanac 1843

Photo of American Revolution 
https://earlyamericanists.com/2015/06/29/amrev_civil_war/

William Lloyd Garrison, 

famed Abolitionist and 

editor of the Anti Slavery 

newspaper, The Liberator. 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Lloyd_Garrison

Results (cont.) Results (cont.)Background

The American Republic was founded on the idea that all men are 

created equal and are entitled to inalienable rights including 

“life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness”. However, from its 

founding in 1776 to the end of the Civil War in 1865, millions of 

African American people were held in bondage in the South. The 

contradiction between American freedom ideology and slavery 

was not lost on the enslaved and the growing abolitionist 

movement. This project seeks to discover how those in slavery 

and their northern abolitionists allies interpreted and responded 

to rhetoric and symbols of American freedom. 


